Oasis Pinelodges

Drawing inspiration from traditional waney edge
barns, the Oasis lodge sits peacefully within its
environment.
The organic curves of its real timber, maintenance
free cladding, reflect the gentle shapes of nature itself.
This sustainable timber frame building is packed
with high levels of insulation, tested for excellent
air tightness and uses more natural timber in its
construction than any other comparable building.
The Oasis is a luxurious and spacious home that truly
is energy efficient and kind to the environment.

Internal walls in the Oasis lodge are finished in specially graded and finished white timber
cladding. Whilst maintaining the integrity of a log cabin, this interior finish is also fresh and
contemporary and provides a perfect backdrop for any style of interior decor.
Rooms are generously proportioned and each bedroom benefits from its own walk-in
wardrobe, which means there’s storage space to spare in this stunning lodge.

Low energy lighting is expected these days but this lodge also boasts a master key fob light switch.
This means that all interior lights are switched off automatically when the lodge is not occupied.
Water saving taps and showers are standard and the toilet operates on a miserly 2.6L flush.
The beautifully designed and fitted kitchen has solid timber doors that can be offered in a range
of colours. A superb range style cooker is included along with energy efficient integrated washing
machine and dishwasher. A central island unit provides additional workspace as well as housing an
integrated fridge and freezer.

A full range of eco ‘add-ons’ has been developed for this
and other lodges in the Pinelog range. You can choose from:•
•
•
•
•

Sheepswool insulation
Bamboo worktops
Solar water heating
Genuine wood burning stove
Traditional cedar shingle roof tiles

... We can even supply sofas covered in fabric made from nettles!

Tall, elegant windows make the dining
area feel like a conservatory and the
relaxing lounge benefits from twin
velux windows that let the sunshine
in; the whole area is flooded with
natural light.
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Good design and correct orientation
of windows and doors makes best
use of the sun’s natural warmth
during the cooler months of the year
resulting in less energy usage and
lower fuel bills.
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45’ x 20’ (12m x 6m) 3-Bedroom Oasis

Pinelodges are made to order and we can offer
modifications to size and design to suit your
requirements. We can also design and build
verandahs to complement your lodge.
Please ask us for details.

Bathrooms in this lodge are truly luxurious. The superb
family bathroom boasts a free standing, double ended
bath and separate shower. Travertine style tiling protects
wet areas.
Tiled floors are warmed by underfloor heating, towels
are aired with heated towel rails and a humidistat
automatically takes care of bathroom ventilation.
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